
Diverse Voices in Docs Application Form

Name:   Jesus Mario Contreras           
  
Address:              

Home phone:    Work phone:   
              
E-Mail:   

Website: (optional)
 
How do you identify yourself? Please check one or more below

____African American  _X_Latino/Latina ___Asian American ____Pacific Islander 
____Native American/Native Alaskan ____Arab American _______________ Other (please 
specify)

Signature ________________________________________________Date________________

In no more than 1-2 pages, please introduce yourself and your documentary experiences.  
Please also let us know why you wish to join the Diverse Voices in Docs Program, and what 
you hope to gain from the experience.

Questions? Email DVID@Kartemquin.com.

I’m a student of Mike Covell at Southern Illinois University, part of the last class to come 
away from Production 2 with a composite 16mm print. Mike helped me through my first 
documentary experience, shooting a cinema verite doc about The Immigrant Workers 
Freedom Ride in 2003. My 36-minute thesis film, Shabuya, played at The Chicago Latino 
Film Festival and still screens during Hispanic Heritage Month at SIUC.

A few years later, I was accepted into the MFA program at Columbia College Chicago, 
were I became deeply involved at The Doc Center and helped lead a revival of Viva 
Documentary. I spent my creative energy finding my voice through short docs, Bisnieta 
and Glassmaker, before completing Familia Bom Brill for my grad thesis. Bom Brill is a 
personal doc about my courtship to Diana Gabriel and her reconnection to Vicky, the 
mother she left in Colombia when she came here at the age of 13. 

My next project, My Father’s Knee, is a juxtaposition of my family with students that 
would benefit from the DREAM Act. After decades of manual labor and a series of recent 
knee surgeries, my Father fulfilled his dream this when our family saw graduates at all 
levels of education. My sister and I, along with two of my nephews, stood on his 
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shoulders as we each walked across the stage to receive our diplomas. We each face the 
challenges of the changing world with an education and, equally as important, a social 
security number.

My privilege highlights the struggle of Dreamers; undocumented students that came to 
the U.S. as children, graduated high school and attended college or the military while 
staying out of trouble. They met the challenges of life head-on, without the promise of 
citizenship or the advantages that come with it. I, on the other hand, didn’t fully 
appreciate the cards I was dealt until I met the Dreamers for myself. The film questions 
why I’m any more deserving of the American Dream than undocumented students that 
have worked harder to attain it.

I consider my relationship to Chicago and the Latino community unique. I’ve lived most 
of my life on the fringe, with one foot in the mainstream and one in the margin. What I 
once saw as a curse is now my greatest asset. My position, outside of major Latino 
communities like Pilsen, Little Village or Elgin, mirrors Chicago’s relationship to border 
states of Texas, California and Arizona. This vantage point provides opportunities to 
capture the shift in our merging cultures from both sides to develop a portrayal of the 
Midwestern Latino for myself and lay the foundation for others that are searching for 
their place.

I wish to join the Diverse Voices in Docs Program because the Kartemquin star of 
approval means the world to me. The New Americans series is one of the greatest 
influences on my film education. It screened for The Big Muddy Film Festival at the very 
moment that I was swimming through hours of footage from the Immigrant Workers 
Freedom Ride and trying to process everything I’d experienced just a few months earlier. 
The 3-night experience gave me a glimpse of the film community that I wanted to be part 
of and the social issue that would define my life for the next decade.

My education, film experience and passion for character-driven non-fiction make me an 
ideal candidate for your program. SIU taught me how to make films, Columbia taught me 
how to tell a story and The Doc Center gave me a sense of community. I hope that 
Diverse Voices in Docs will provide the opportunity learn the business side of the craft 
from the community that has already had such a large impact on my career.


